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Graphical Abstract 

 

Abstract 

A study of investor behavior, using four investor groups (local, foreign, institutional, and dealer’s 

accounts) on the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). The daily net purchases of each group are used 

as leading indicators for sentiment. The sentiments are examined with relation to each other and 

market returns. Eight proven macroeconomic factors with known cross-sectional relationships and 

known to forecast with returns are examined as a benchmark for the newly proposed sentiment factor 

model. Retesting the factors allows for an apples to apples comparison with the proposed sentiment 

factors. Using a VAR framework this research finds that dealers predominantly sell to institutional 

accounts, creating a negative correlation between the two groups, in addition to strong institutional 

herding which is all indicative of potential agency problems on the exchange. Also find that local 

individual accounts practice negative feedback trading and the other groups practice positive feedback 

trading. Of the four groups, the only group that influences the SET is the local individual group of 

investors. The foreign investor is found to be the least significant group on market returns, provide 

market liquidity to locals, and be the least responsive to daily market changes-- following the prudent 

man rule. Lastly, propose a simple model, using investor behavior to accurately predict the market’s 

direction for the following day 76 percent of the time with market timing ability (66 percent in 

Malaysia). This can be useful for buying and shorting the market. 
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